0. Introduction. By H{X), we denote the homeomorphism group of a compactum X onto itself with the compact-open topology. Let Q = I ω be the Hubert cube and l 2 the separable Hubert space. A separable manifold modeled on Q or l 2 is called a Q-manifold or li-manifold, respectively. By the combined works of [Gei] , [Toi] and [Fe] or [T02] , it was shown that H(M) is an /2-manifold for a compact Q-manifold M. In this paper, we concern ourselves with subgroups of H(M) which are manifolds.
Let l{ and l^ be the linear spans of the natural orthonormal basis of h and the Hubert cube Π nen [-l/n, l/n] 2 , U G ^ , such that #>£/(£/) Π// = <pu(UnN) or <Pu(U)Γ\lf = φu(U Γ) N), respectively. It is well known that a pair (M, iV) is an (/ 2 , //)-manifold pair or (/ 2 , /^)-manifold pair if and only if M is an / 2 -manifold and N is an fd-cap set or cap set for M, respectively. For the definition and results of (fd-)cap sets, we refer to [Chi] .
Let X be a compact Euclidean polyhedron with άimX > 0 (i.e., X c R n for some n EN and X inherits the Euclidean metric). By H FL (X) and H LlF (X), we denote the subspaces of H(X) consisting of all PL homeomorphisms and all Lipschitz homeomorphisms, respectively. Then H FL (X) c H UF (X) (see [LV] ). In case dimX = 1 or 2
, (H(X),H FL (X)) is an (/ 2 , /{)-manifold pair and (H(X), H LlF (X)) is an (/ 2 , /{)-manifold pair ([GH] and [SWi]). In general, H FL (X) is not dense in H(X) as mentioned in the Introduction of [GH]. It is not known whether H(X)
is an / 2 -manifold when dim X > 3 even if X is a manifold. (This is referred to as the Homeomorphism Group Problem.) However, by the combined works of [Ge 2 ], [Ga] , [Ha] , [Toi] and [KW] (cf. [SWJ) , H FL {X) is an /{-manifold. Let H FL (X) denote the subspace of H(X) consisting of those homeomorphisms which are isotopic to PL homeomorphisms. Given a compact PL manifold M c R n with dimM Φ 4 which inherits the Euclidean metric and we assume dM = 0 in case dimΛf = 5.
Suppose that H(M) is an / 2 -manifold, then (H FL (M), H FL (M)) is an (/ 2 , /{)-manifold pair [GH] and (H(M), H UF (M)) is an (/ 2 , lf)-manifold pair [SWJ.
For any compact polyhedron X, X xQ is a compact Q-manifold. Conversely, each compact Q-manifold M is homeomorphic (=) to such a product, where X can be a compact PL manifold. For further properties on {^-manifolds, we refer to [CI13] or [Mi] . For each n e N, we write Q = I n x Q n +\. For a compact Euclidean polyhedron X, ((x, y) , (*', yθ) Let /Γ LIP (Z x Q) be the space of Lipschitz homeomorphisms of X x Q with respect to such a metric. It is natural to conjecture that these subgroups of H(X x Q) are manifolds.
By H*(X x Q), we denote the subspace of i/(Z x (?) consisting of those homeomorphisms which are isotopic to a member of H* (XxQ), where * = fd> PL or LIP. Then each H*(X x Q) is an I2-manifold. In case X is a PL manifold,
Indeed, the second inclusion follows from [S112, Corollary 3]. However in general, we do not know about equality and whether H*(X xβ) = H(X xQ). It may be true that (T x Q) must leave the set {(0, 0)} x Q invariant. By homogeneity of T x β, there is a g e H(T x Q) such that g(0,0,0,...) = (l,0,0,...). Clearly g cannot be approximated by any h e H fά (X x Q). As one of incomplete infinite-dimensional manifolds, (l 2 x l{)-manifolds were studied by Bestvina and Mogilski [BM] . Theorem IV provides a natural setting for such manifolds.
Proof of Theorem I.
In this section we shall prove Theorem I. The following proof is a modification of a construction in [SWi] . First we note that the metric d defined in §0 is compatible with the piece wise linear structure on X x Q. Thus Lemma 1.3 in [SWJ is valid for X x Q. The rest of the argument is parallel to the finite-dimensional case of [SWi] . So we only outline the proof as follows:
Let s = (-1, l) ω , Σ = {z e φup|z(/)| < 1} and σ = {z e s\ z(i) = 0 except for finitely many /} . Let A denote the space of arcs in X x Q parametrized by the interval [-1, 1] (i.e., embeddings of [-1, 1] into X xQ). Since Lemma 1.3 in [SW t 
Then as shown in [SWj], h o FT(h) e H 0 (X x Q) for each h e H(X x Q). Thus we can define a map
, we can show that the map
P : H(X xQ)^ H 0 (X x Q) x s defined by P(h) = (G(h), f(h)) is a homeomorphism and its inverse
is given by P~ι(h, z) = h o F(z)~ι. Then
In fact, G{h) = hoFT{h) e lψ(X x Q) for each h e /ί fd (X x Q).
Moreover we have
In fact, f(h) e σ if h e H PL {X x Q) and f(h) e
(ΛΓ x β) x σ and
Thus P is a homeomorphism of the triple
onto the triple
, we can obtain the desired homeomorphism φ as required. D
Local contractibility of H fd (X x Q) and H PL (X x β)
. In this section, we shall prove the following
THEOREM. For any compact polyhedron X, there is a neighborhood JV of id in H{X x Q) and a homotopy φ .Jf xl
-»• H{X x Q) such that (i) φ{h) = h and φ(h, 1) = id for each heyV, (ii) φ{\ά, t) = id ./or ^αc/ί ί E /, (iii) ^>((yΓ n i/ fd (X x β)) x /) c H ΐd {X x Q) and (iv) φ({Λ-n H Ph (X x β)) x /) c /^P L (X x Q).
COROLLARY. For any compact polyhedron X, H{X x Q), H {ά (X x Q) and H PL (X x Q) are locally contractible. D
Since our proof is an adaptation to known techniques, we will provide only an outline here. The proof is based on the following two lemmas. In Lemma 2.3, we contract the Q-coordinates of X x Q by using the coordinate switching technique in [Wθi] , and in Lemma 2.4, we contract the Jf-coordinates by imitating Gauld's proof of the local contractibility of H(X) as in [Ga] .
Let p: X x Q -• X and q: XxQ-+ Q denote the projections. For each n e N, we denote the projections of Q = I n x Q n+ \ onto I n and Q n +\ by p n and q n +\, respectively. For each «GNU{0} and β > 0, let
where po : Q -• {0} is the constant map. Then //Q >C is a neighborhood of id in H(XxQ).
2.3. LEMMA. Given any n e NU{0} and ε > 0, ί/zere w α homotopy
Proof. We can define a pseudo-isotopy
Θ:XXQXIXI->XXQ
by 0oC*, y, s) = C*, y) an d by connecting the following homeomorphisms using the coordinate switching isotopies of [Wo]:
Then for each ί > 0, 0^ is a homeomorphism and θ t ι is continuous with respect to t. Now we define φ: H(X x Q)x I -• i/(X x (?) as follows:^°(
It is easy to see that φ is the desired map. D
KATSURO SAKAI AND RAYMOND Y. WONG
In [Ga] , the wrapping and unwrapping procedures of Edwards (cf. [EK] ) are employed to show that H(X) is locally contractible for any compact polyhedron X. The process preserves the piecewise linearity of homeomorphisms, so it also provides another proof of local contractibility of H FL (X) . By crossing everything with Q, the same proof can be routinely modified to obtain the following modification of the first step in the proof of [Ga, Theorem 1] (X x Q) . This section contains the main idea of the paper. Lemma 3.6 is the key lemma which shows that
for any finite-dimensional compact manifold X. This is our main result.
Before we start, we recall the definition of Z-sets. A closed set A in a space M is called a Z-set in JVf if for each open cover %, there is a map f\M->M\A which is ^-close to id, that is, each pair of points x e M and f(x) are contained in some U G ^. In case Λf is an ANR, a closed set ^ in ¥ is a Z-set if each map /: Q -> Af is approximated by maps g: Let A c X and a, b: X -> R be maps of I to I such that a < b, that is, a(x) < b(x) for all x e X. We denote 
Proof. Let a', c'\ Q -• / be maps such that a < a' < b and c < d < d. By Lemma 3.3, we have f\ e H(I x Q) such that

LEMMA. Let g eH(IxQ) and h e H(IxQ) such that qh = and ph>p. Then ghg~ι e Ή ΐd (I x Q).
Proof. We will provide only an outline. Given any ε > 0, we choose a partition 0 = ίo < t\ < < t m +\ = 1 of / so that ί f + i -ί/_i < ε for each / = 1, ... , m. The following is the key lemma which is a special case of Theorem 3.8.
LEMMA. /ίΐ^χ β (/ x Q) is dense in H^x Q {I x Q).
Proof. For simplicity, we denote F = {1} x Q. Let H' = |J{/ίc/(/ x β)|tf is a neighborhood of F in β} and /ί" = {h e H'\\/g e //', g~ιhg e c\Hf{I x Q)}.
Then H' is dense in Hp(I x Q), H" is a normal subgroup of H f and //" C cl Hf{I x Q). By [Fi] 
(cf. [Wo 2 , Theorem 6]), H' is a simple subgroup of H F (I x Q). Since H" φ {id} (Lemma 3.5), we have H" = H', which implies that Hψ{I x Q) is dense in H F (I x Q). D
The following lemma is a consequence of the Deformation theorem of [FV] . The proof can be carried out by mimicking the first paragraph in the proof of [EK, Corollary 1.3 Proof. Let dim X = n. Clearly each point of X x I has a closed neighborhood JV such that (N, bdN) = (7" +ι , {1} x I n ). Then we have an open cover {V\, ... , V p } of X x I such that (cl V t , bd V{) = (7 W+1 , {1} x I n ). For each / = 1, ... , p, let g t r. I x I n -+ cl V x^ be a homeomorphism such that bdg/(7 x I n ) = gi{{\} x I n ). Identifying the Q n +ι-factor of / x Q = (I x I n ) x Q n+{ with the Q 2 -factor of Z x Q = (X x I) x Qι, we define a homeomorphism g\\ I x Q -> cl F; x β 2 by & = ft x id. Let
and define a homeomorphism
by ψi(h) = g~ιhgi. To prove the theorem, we can apply the same argument as in the proof of [GH, Theorem 1]. By Lemma 3.7, there are maps ψχ\ JV -• //^(X xβ) of a neighborhood JV of id in H(X x Q) such that h = ψ p {h) o o ψ x (h) for each h eJ^. By Lemma 3.6, each ψiψi{h) can be approximated by yj € //ΐλ χβ (7 x (?). Then h can be approximated by ψ P (f P )o-Ό ψi(fι) e H fά (X x Q) . Therefore H fd (X xβ)n/ is dense in JV. By local connectedness, // fd (X x Q) is dense in every component of H{X x Q) containing a member of H ίά (X x Q). In other words, H ΐά {X x Q) is dense in H ίά (X xQ) . D 4. Proofs of Theorems II and III. By using Theorems I and 3.8, we can prove Theorems II and III as follows.
Proof of Theorem II. Let X be a compact polyhedron. Then
is a countable union of finitedimensional compacta by [Gβ2, Theorem 1.9]. By the result of [Ha] , Corollary 1.2 implies that H FL (X x Q) is an ANR. By the result of [Toi] and Theorem I, H FL (X x Q) is an /(-manifold. In case X is a compact PL manifold, we denote
Furthermore H^ is uniformly locally connected since it is a locally connected topological group. We conclude easily that
. We can employ the same argument as in the proof of [GH, Theorem 2] to show that 
is also a cap set for H PL (X x Q), that is,
is an (I2, /^-manifold pair.
Since
is also an (/ 2 , /^-manifold pair. D
Proof of Theorem IV.
We obtain Theorem IV as a direct consequence of Theorem 5.5. Before we state the theorem, we need some notions. A subset A of a space M is said to be locally homotopy negligible in M [T03] Since A e jt\, we have a Zembedding h: A -> l 2 . We define a map g : A -> Λ^ by g(;c) = (/(x), Λ(JC)) . Then clearly g is ^-close to / and g\B = f\B. It is easy to see that g is closed and injective, that is, g is a closed embedding. Since (N\f(B))
x Λ(^4) is a countable union of Z-sets in M x l 2 , g(A \B) is a countable union of Z-sets in M hence so is g(A) = f(B) Us(Λ\B).By [CDM, Lemma 2.4 
